
Marshals Cup is a Cowboy Action Shooting match which came from mutual cooperation 
of Czech and Slovak CAS shooters. Its purpose is, among other things, to promote team 
competition and team spirit.

It is an open match, any shooter can participate in it. Matches are organized as 
two-day venues. Most of the stages are shot on the fi rst day. The evening is then 
planned to be a social event with barbecue (or similar dinner) and entertainment. 
The remaining stages are shot in the morning of the second day.  This is followed by 
lunch and award ceremony.

Shooters are scored within their individual categories and in Overall. There have to be 
at least 3 shooters for a category to be recognized. If there is not enough shooters for 
a given category, a shooter can still shoot it but will be recognized within Overall only.

Marshal Teams will also be recognized. 

Marshal Teams can be recognized based on national or mixed bases (e.g. Czech 
Marshals, Slovak Marshals, Austrian Marshals, Hungarian Marshals, Polish Marshals, 
Moravian Marshals, Zahorian Marshals, or Austrian + Hungarian Marshals, etc.).

THE RULES FOR ACTUAL SCORING ARE AS FOLLOWS:
—  There is no limit to the maximum number of shooters in a team. However, there 

is a limit to the minimum number of shooters. The higher number of shooters the 
better base for scoring. 

—  Standard minimal number of team members is 10 but the organizers can decrease 
the number.

—  Upon registration the shooters will provide information as to the team they want 
to represent (Czech shooter can be in the Slovak or any other team, etc.). If they do 
not give this information they will be included in their national team.

—  Specifi ed minimal number of shooters/team serves as a scoring parameter.

THE TEAM RANK IS CALCULATED BASED ON THE FOLLOWING 
FORMULA:
—   10 (or stated minimal number) of best shooters from a team are taken from Overall 

(the bigger the team the better chance to have more members selected) 

—  Total team time is calculated by adding up total times of all team members.



—  Teams are ranked by total team times.

—   Evaluation by rank is also possible, in this case total ranks are added instead 
of total times.

In such a match there will be individual and team prizes.

INDIVIDUAL PRIZES:
—  Category: certifi cate + medal

—  Overall TOP 10: certifi cate + medal

—  Clean shooters: certifi cate

TEAM PRIZES:
—  1st rank 
  •  Team certifi cate, each evaluated member will receive certifi cate with his name 

and team name.
  •  Challenge cup with notifi cation (on it) of the match date and winning team 

(e.g. Slovak Marshals)
  • Other ranks – team certifi cate.

FIRST MARSHALS CUP WILL BE ORGANIZED BY:

SAWS in Domaniža (24.—25. 6. 2016) www.sass-slovakia.eu

SECOND MARSHALS CUP WILL BE ORGANIZED BY:

AWS (16.—17. 9. 2016 ± week) www.aws-czech.cz


